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Boyan Slat's Ocean Cleanup device didn't collect tons of plastic as planned

during its first run at the end of 2018. But Slat says he's heard plenty of

trash talk about the failure of the mission. The effort is still on, he says. The

600-meter span is being towed to Hawaii. There, crews will go about fixing

an end section that detached from the system in the middle of the Great

Pacific Garbage Patch. The Ocean Cleanup hopes to relaunch in a few

 THE OCEAN CLEANUPSystem 001 in the Great Paci�c Garbage Patch, November 2018.
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months, after analyzing data to make sure the problem doesn't

happen again. 

"We think the fastest way to clean the ocean is to learn by doing," said Slat,

speaking from an office in the Netherlands. "We didn't plan for it to

break, but we always accounted for a possibly to take the system back in and

out several times during this project."

He's seen recent headlines that the project has stopped or failed. "Of course,

that's rubbish," Slat said. "This is just a bump in the road to success."
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The Ocean Cleanup launched in September from San Francisco, California.

In December, it was reported that the span, about 2,000 feet long and called

System 001, wasn't capturing plastic as hoped, due in part to the speed at

 THE OCEAN CLEANUPBoyan Slat founded The Ocean Cleanup in 2013, when he was 18.
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which it was able to travel in the ocean. Organizers announced Dec. 31 that

the span was returning for repair and upgrade.

That was after a regular inspection found that an 18-meter end section had

detached from the rest of the system.

"Generally, the whole thing has been blown a bit out of proportion," Slat

said of the breakage. "I think what people fail to realize ... is back in

December we stressed, of course, it's an experimental system. It's not like

developing a slightly better airplane or slightly better car. We're forced to

learn by doing."

Lonneke Holierhoek, chief operating officer at The Ocean Cleanup, said in

December that engineering and technology teams were planning to

increase the size of the U-shaped span to aid in plastic capture. Slat said

they didn't get that far when the end section broke off.

Slat says the fracture was sudden, rapid and unexpected. So far, everything

points to it being a fatigue fracture of the HDPE (high-density polyethylene)

 THE OCEAN CLEANUPSystem 001 in two parts under tow to Hawaii.
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that System 001 is made of. It's similar to what happens when you move a

paper clip back and forth until it breaks, but on a larger scale, he said. The

span is more than just a floater, and includes two stabilizers on the end

section and a 3-meter (10-foot) deep skirt designed to stop smaller particles

from escaping underneath.

Divers will help conduct a full investigation in Hawaii, but Slat speculates

that the break started as a small fracture just behind the stabilizers, where

stresses from ocean movement were higher. The system will return to port

with terabytes of data that will be used in coming weeks and months to

develop the necessary upgrades, organizers note in a blog post.

Slat said the nonprofit Ocean Cleanup has aimed to be transparent in its

operations by posting updates to the blog and allowing people to track the

movement of the system.

Funders of the venture remain on board, Slat says. "Our main funders ... a

lot of them are entrepreneurs and technologists themselves as well and

familiar with iterative development processes." The total cost of System 001

was about 21 million euros ($24.6 million U.S.) for design, development,

production, assembly and monitoring during the first year of operation, the

nonprofit has said.

"It's not all bad news," Slat added. "A lot of the elements of the concept, we

were able to be confirm. The system is able to orient itself in the wind. It

follows the waves well. We didn't have any bycatch issues."

In total, System 001 collected around 2,000 kilograms (about 4,400

pounds) of plastic during testing, including discarded "ghost nets." That's a

fraction of what The Ocean Cleanup still plans to collect. Slat said the

goals remain intact, to clean up 50% of the patch in five years, with a 90%

reduction by 2040, using an improved  fleet of 60 more units after testing of

System 001 and an updated 002 are complete.
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"We just have to clean slightly faster, maybe," he quipped.

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Check out my website. 

Jeff Kart

I focus on interesting, innovative and revolutionary U.S. stories about green startups

and nongovernmental organizations as a Forbes contributor. I'm an environmental…
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